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IPhone, Samsung and IPad repair is 
a one-day course that prepares 
participants to become certified in 
troubleshooting iPhone, Samsung 
and iPad, and repairing the devices  
To a professional standard. 

COURSE DURATION 

 One-day • Time 10AM TO 6PM 
 

About the course 
 IPhone, Samsung and IPad is a One-day course that 

prepares participants to become certified in 
troubleshooting iPhone, Samsung and  iPad, and repairing 
the devices to a professional standard. Through interactive 
discussions and hands-on exercises, participants learn 
setup, navigation, features, and associated services of 
mobile devices. Participants also learn how to maintain, 
troubleshoot, and repair devices. Participants’ knowledge 
and skills are tested and reinforced by working through 
real-world scenarios in hands-on labs.  

 

Ø Unlimited repair practice 
at our Service Centres and 
no extra cost for retake 

Ø Unlimited on-going 
support at no extra cost 
and telephone support for 
students related to any 
repair issues. 

Ø Business setup support for 
candidates interested in 
self-employment. 

Ø Repair guide price list and 
repair terms and 
condition. 

Ø List of suppliers and 
business plan template. 

Ø Facilitate accounting 
support (free for first 3 
months start-up) 

Ø Support with finding a job. 

PREREQUISITES 

Sufficient understanding of 
English.  

OBJECTIVE 

Support and Benefits 

Our Aim: Our training in mobile phone repairing Is skill-oriented 
training. The classroom training also provides hands on practice. The right 
infrastructure is required to ensure that the students develop. 
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ü Identify and explore the controls on various iOS devices and practice 
using them.  

ü Identify the iOS devices that have Apple-specific components, such as 
the Secure Element, the motion coprocessor, and the Taptic Engine.  
 

ü Describe the steps in the process for device setup and activation, 
including any issues that might arise.  
 

ü List common resolutions for battery-related issues.  
 

ü Back up and sync iOS devices.  
 

ü Discuss how to use engaging questions to better troubleshoot a 
customer issue, including appropriate open-ended and closed questions 
and overall logical question progression.  
 

ü Describe how to use the tools and resources that help evaluate a device 
and issue.  

ü Discuss specific questions that help to identify the problem category of a 
customer’s issue, such as educational, environmental, software, or 
hardware.  
 

ü Use Apple documentation, approved tools, and appropriate service 
strategies to safely repair all models of iPhone 5, SE, 6, 6 Plus, 7, 7 Plus, 
8, 8 Plus and iPhone X. 
 

Theory: 
 

»» How to unlock iPad. 
»» How to unlock iPhone. 
»» How to unlock Samsung. 
»» Where to find parts. 
»» How to check phone block and black list status. 
»» Tools and equipment’s require for repair. 
»» Legal process for electronics purchase. 
»» Understanding the repair business. 
»» Introduction to websites for help and support after training. 
 
Practical: 
 

»» How to replace broken Glass Digitizer. 
»» How to replace broken LCD. 
»» Step-by-step instructions on how to disassemble.  
»» Disassemble and Assemble practice. 
»» How to repair the Data Port. 
»» How to replace the Headset Jack Flex Cable. 
»» How to replace the Wi-Fi Flex Cable. 
»» How to replace battery. 
»» Unlocking solutions. 
»» How to change the Home Button, Ear speaker, Wi-Fi and much more. 
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